
 
 

HAMP REPORTING UPDATE       November 16, 2011 

Duplicate Borrower Verification Job Aid Now Posted 

The Duplicate Borrower Verification Job Aid (login required) is now posted. Servicers may view this document in the 
secure portion of HMPadmin.com under the Data Reporting Resources tab of the HAMP Loan Reporting Tools & 
Documents section.  

 
New Reports Available via the HAMP Reporting Tool 
 
There are several reports that are now available for servicers via the HAMP Reporting Tool. See the current list (as 
depicted in the HAMP Reporting Tool), which includes a brief description and the delivery frequency of each report. 
 
To access the reports, log in to the HAMP Reporting Tool, then select the Reports tab, and click the Ad Hoc Reports 
link. Available reports will appear by report name and are based on the HAMP servicer number. A "No Ad Hoc Reports 
Found" message will appear if there are no associated reports for the current HAMP servicer number. 
 
Only servicers with "Servicer Admin" or "Report Viewer" will have access to the Ad Hoc Reports link.  

 
 
Principal Reduction Alternative (PRA) Reporting Guidance  

The HAMP Data Dictionary will be updated on November 30, 2011 to include new guidance for two data attributes: 
Amount Capitalized (DD27) [applies to both PRA and 2MP], and Borrower Contributions (DD33) [applies to PRA loans 
only]. 

The following two edits will be removed allowing servicers to report under the new guidance: 

 LIR-367: Delinquent Interest (DD63) + Escrow Shortage for Advances (DD69) + Other Advances (DD124) must 
be less than or equal to Amount Capitalized (DD27) if PRA Code (DD592) = 2 - PRA waterfall - incented 
forgiveness 

 LIR-368: Delinquent Interest (DD63) + Escrow Shortage for Advances (DD69) + Other Advances (DD124) must 
be greater than zero if Amount Capitalized (DD27) is greater than zero and if PRA Code (DD592) = 2 - PRA 
waterfall - incented forgiveness. 

The new guidance is effective with the December 2011 reporting cycle. For new loans with a PRA Code 2 or 3, servicers 
will report the Trial Loan Set-up and Official Loan Set-up transactions using the new data attribute definitions for Amount 
Capitalized and Borrower Contribution. Servicers are required to resubmit a new Trial Loan Set-up or an Official correction 
using the new attribute definition if they have existing loans in the HAMP Reporting System. 
 
Additional updates will be made to accommodate PRA reporting in early 2012. More details will be made available with 
that release. 
 
Questions? 
Email the HAMP Solution Center or call1-866-939-4469. 

 
 

This message was sent via e-mail on the date indicated at the top to servicer representatives registered for the Home Affordable Modification Program. 
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